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SUMMARY 

This note examines the theoretical influence of camber and non-planar 
wake on the chance of lift, vortex drag and centre of pressure of a wing with 
ground effect. 

Calculations are performed for both two and three-dimensional 
potential flows for ground effect conditions which are fairly representative 
of a conventional aircraft in a high-lift configuration. The two-dimensional 
problem ia evaluated using a multivortex method on two aerofoil sections at 
ground heights h/c = 1.0 and 0.5; a flat plate section is considered over 
a range of incidence (CR,= O-3.0) and a bent plate section at zero 
incidence for a range of plain flap deflections (hf = 0' to 60"). The 
three-dimensional results are obtained using an arbitrary geometry quadrilateral 
vortex-ring method with a vortex wake relaxation iterative scheme and a ground 
image vortex system. The wing 1.e untapered with an aspect ratio of 4 and 
a full span plain flap of 0.25~. It is set at an incidence of IO’ with a 
height above ground (quarter standard mean chord) h/b value of 0.15. 

Two angles of sweepback are considered (0' and 45") and the results are 
presented for a range of flap deflections (0' to 30'). Only a small number 
of vortex-ring elements (i.e., 3 x 8) 18 used in the calculations in order 
to keep computer time down (the aim is to demonstrate the effects rather then 
give accurate results). Even 60 the results are expected to be reasonably 
accurate. 

l Replaces A.R.C.33 950 

# This is the third report on a programme of research into lifting surface 
methods end demonstrates the application of numerical potential flow 

methods to the calculation of highly cambered wing characteristics in 
ground effect. 



The calculated results demonstrate the importance of including the 
influence of camber, incidence and non-planar wake in practical. ground effect 
calculations; whereas exzsting three-dlmensional methods generally give 
favourable ground effect (vH,., increase in lift and decrease III vortex drag), 
these results show that the effect can be unfavourable in terms of lift 
and less favourable III terms of vortex drag. 

The Qadvort method with the wake relaxation iterative scheme 
18 seen to be a potentially powerful tool for handling complzated flow 
interference problems of this type. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

When an aircraft is movmg close to the ground its aerodynamic characteristics - 

lift, drag and centre of pressure - can be appreciably modified from their free air 

values. These modifications must be taken into account when calculating the amcraft’s 

performance and stability and control characteristtcs for take-off and landing and 

particularly for S. T.O. L. 

Consideration of the wmg bftmg system image m the ground plane (e. g. 2.2.1) 

leads readtly to the generally accepted qualitative nature of ground effect; namely, that 

the lift increases and the vortex drag decreases. Provided the incidence and camber 

are small and the wing IS not too close to the ground these effects can be fatrly 

reliably calculated using data sheets 192 3,4,5,6,7,21 . In fact, exmtmg theoretical work 

on ground effect 111 three-dimensional flow 1s based on the assumption that the wing and 

vortex wake lie essentially parallel to the free stream direction. Normally, however, 

when an aircraft 1s close to the ground it is m a high lift configuration with large 

camber and large mcidence and the vortex wake can be considerably displaced from the 

wing plane. Also, durmg the take-off and landmg ground roll, many aircraft have 

quite small ground hetghts (e.g. Table 1). For such practical problems the appltcation 

of existmg methods is not reliable, in fact Reference 1 quotes a + 30% tolerance to 

cover such cases. Qualitatively it is known that ground proximity can reduce flap 

lifting effectrveness. Indeed, Tomotrka’ has shown that m two-dnnenslonal flow ground 

effect can actually reduce lift for large cambers (circular arc). Similar results were 

obtained by Rubbert using a two-dimensional multi-vortex method on a bent plate 

aerofoil. 

The purpose of the present note IS to demonstrate me theoretical mfluence of 

camber and non-planar vortex wake on the effect of ground proximity on lrft, vortex 

drag and centre of pressure of a wing. This work forms part of an mveshgation 

into arbitrary lifting surface methods and IS published separately here m view of the 

general lack of information on the subject and also m view of current mterest lO,ll, 12 

in non-planar wakes and the wake roll-up problem. 

In this note a discussion of the general qualitative nature of ground effect 

(Section 2.0) 1s followed by an evaluation of the problem in two-drmensronal flow 

(Section 3.0). These provide a baakground to the main three-dimensional calculations 
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(4.0) involving a wmg wrth full span dlam flap. Two angles of sweepback (0” and 45’) 

are consrdered and the calculated results are presented for a range of flap deflectrons. 

Potential flow condltrons are assumed, so the effect of flow separation over the 

flap IS excluded. However, for real flow results rt IS concervable that a potential flow 

flap deflectron can be emprrmally derived, which is equivalent m an actual flap deflection 

(say onthe basis of lift generated). The calculations should be drrectly applicable to 

wmgs havmg boundary layer control but; not to the extent of supercrrculation at this 

stage. The mfluence of part span flaps, taper ratio and dmedral on ground effect are 

not mcluded in the present note (though the computer program can handle these). Also 

excluded 1s the effect of wmg thickness - but thm effect should be small at the 

ground heights considered here. 

The method used here for the three-dnnensional calculatrons is an extended 

version of the quadrilateral vortex-rmg method (Quadvort) outlined in Reference 13. 

Quadvort IS itself an extensron of the vortex lattrce method14’ 15’ 16, the validity of 

which for evaluatmg ground effect for planar wmg and vortex-wake has already been 

demonstrated7 in a comparmon with Saunders6 kernel function method and also experrment. 

For the present work the Quadvort computer program has been extended to include a 

vortex wake relaxatron rterattve procedure whrch 1s brlefly outlmed m 4.1.2 and whmh 

IS basmally sunrlar to wake relaxation methods described by Butter 31 Hancock 
10 

, 

Hackett & Evans 
12 11 

and Belotserkovsku , except It is now attached to an arbitrary 

cambered lifting surface method (wrth the facibty for consrdermg a dmcontmuous 

trailing edge or starting line). Also the program now mcludes the facrbty for scannmg 

the unage wmg (or wings) in the ground plane. This program can thus be applied 

to the non-planar wake problem of multi-cambered plates (e.g. wmg-flaps-tallplane) m 

and out of ground effect and also m the presence of tunnel walls. 

The computer program (whmh IS not up to productron standard) currently requrres 

29K words of core. A case mvolvmg two wake rterattons, 24 surface elements, 11 trarlmg 

vortices (each wrth 10 straight lute segments) and one plane of symmetry, takes 9 minutes 

for a free air calculatron and 17 mmutes for ground effect (ml11 Umes) on the ICL 1904A 

computer. The program can currently handle up to 50 surface elements (on half a 

symmetrical problem) on three components (e.g. wmg plus tailpane plus simple fuselage 

or simple wmg and tadplane m a wmd turnel). An extension for han&ng more elements 

and components would be straight forward. 
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2.0 QUALlTATIVE NATURE OF GROUND EFFECT 

2.1 General 

Before discussing the calculation of ground effect m the general case, it is 

instructive - in the sense of gauung physical insight - to reassess its qualitative nature 

at small incidence, using a simple model, and then to extend this assessment to the case 

of large incidence (or large surface slope). 

Consider a flat plate wing represented by a vortex lattme. The sketches below 

(1, 2) show a section of the model using lust one vortex but the same principle applies as 

m the case of more vortices. The evaluatton of the forces on the plate can be regarded 

in two stages. 

1) the vortex strengths are solved after applying the boundary condition that 

the normal component of free stream velocity at certam surface control 

points is cancelled by the normal component of total induced velocity 

(1. e. from surface and trailmg vortices) see Sketch 1. 

Control 

Normal component 
from free stream 

flow must be tangential 

normal component 
from vortices 

SKETCH 1 SOLUTION OF VORTEX STRENGTH IN FREE AIR 

ii) the force on each bound vortex is proportional to the vector product of 

the local velocity and the vorttctty vector. (For a flat plate at small 

mctdence m free atr the local velocity is essentially that of the free stream 

plus a downwash from the trallmg vortices). 

When the wmg approaches the ground tt effecttvely comes under the influence 

of its own reflection in the ground plane. The image (1. e. of the vortex lattice system) 

has three effects: 
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a) It contributes a normal velocrty component to the boundary qndrtron~ 
equations (i) and hence modlfles the vortex strength solution (and forces). 

(Sketch 2). 

b) rt contrrbutes to the local velocrty at each vortex (Ii) and thus further 

modifies the forces. (Sketch 2). 

c) it modifies the shape of the vortex wake. 

Additional force 

Image 
velocity acting on 
vortex - gives 
additional force I 

Image mduced velocity acting 
at control point --- 

must be balanced by 
mfluence of additional 
circulation 

I ,r,,,rl,rlry,,,,rrrr,,,,,,,,,,,,, groundplane 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
’ /’ 

w , LA Image bound vortex 

SKETCH 2 ADDITIONAL VELOClTIES FROM GROUND IMAGE AND THEIR 

GENERAL EFFECT 

2.2 Small Incidence and Camber 

Consider the separate contributions to these effects from the bound and 

trailing vortex nnages for a wmg wrth small incidence and camber. 

2.2.1 Influence of trarlmg vortex nnages 

The image trailing vortices induce over the whole wmg an upwash and a sldewash 

(Sketch 3) ; these increase as ground height decreases and vary across the span grvmg 

an mducedtwrst effect. 
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2:: Image vortices 2:: Image vortices 

SKETCH 3 SECl-lON THROUGH WlNG WAKE SHOWING MAIN EFFECl- 

OF IMAGE TRAILING VORTlCES 

The main effect comes from the upwash which: 

1) tends to increase all vortex strengths (2.1. a)) 

ii) gives a negative mcrement m vortex drag (vector product of upwash 

velocity and local vortex vector (2.1. b)) 

The sidewash tends to reduce lift on swept wmgs (vector product of local sidewash 

velocity and vorticity vector (2.1. b)). Thus the mcr,em ent m lift should decrease wtth 

sweepback. 

The image trailmg vortex system displaces the vortex wake vertically away 

from the ground and horizontally away from the plane of symmetry - see the velocity 

vector at the tip vortex m Sketch 3. This modification should only have a small effect 

on the wing itself but could considerably affect the downwash at,say,tbe tailplane. 

(Indeed, m wind-tunnel tests of ground effect,erroneous longitudinal trim characteristics 

can be obtamed since the presence of the tunnel walls - and hence further image 

vortrces - tends to suppress this sideways movement of traibng vortices and also 

changes their vertical position. ) 

2.2.2 lntluence of bound vortex images 

The image bound vortices have two main effects which vary across the chord of 

the wing - grvmg an mduced camber effect - and which vary with height above ground: 
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a) the boundary condition equations (2.1. a) are modified by components of 

the normal induced velocity which are mamly upwards at the rear and 

downwards at the front of the wmg - thus the vortex strengths tend to 

increase at the rear and decrease at the front, givmg a rearward shift 

m centre of pressure. 

b) They contrtbute to the mduced velocities at the bound vortex locations 

(2.1. b); 

i) components parallel to the ground plane tend to reduce the lift force 

on a vortex 

ii) components normal to the ground plane can give rise to an induced 

drag. 

In addlhon they have a local mfluence on the trailmg vortex wake shape tendmg to 

mcrease the initial upward movement near the trailing edge and - on swept wings - 

mcreasing the mitial outward movement. 

2.3 Large Incidence and Camber 

2.3.1 Influence of surface slope 

The pomts discussed so far essentially still apply m the case of large incidence 

and camber but the mclmahon of the surface with respect to the ground plane motifles 

the effect. 

a) For a given height of the wing quarter standard mean chord above the 

ground, the rear part of the vortex image system - including the trailmg 

vortices (but not necessarily the hp vortex - see discussion in 4.2.4) - 

is closer to the actual wing and tends to reduce the effechve h/b ratio 

(Sketch 4). This is paracularly so at the tips of a swept wmg. 

b) The effect of induced upwash on the vortex strength solution (1. e. , from 

the boundary comhtion SqUahOnS (2.1. a) decreases as the surface slope 

to the ground increases - the effective part is the component normal to 

the surface (Sketch 4). Hence there is less increase in circulation from 

upwash. 

c) The component of induced velocity parallel to the ground plane now contributes 

to the normal velocity at control points and thus affects the vortex strength 

solution, e. g., the forward induced velocity from image bound vortices gives 

a downward component relative to the surface and hence tends to reduce 



crrculatron (sketch 4) (and on sweptback wmgs thm downward component 

is increased by the sidewash velocity from Image trarlmg vortrces). 

Image mduced 
velocities 
(bound plus trailing 
vortmes) 

reduced upward normal 
component from induced 

additional downward normal 
from forward 

mduced velocrtres. 

ground plane 
/r - - 

-- - relaxed ) vortex wake 
NL - - - - - - streamwise 

/ I image 
Vortex wake rmage moves 
closer to actual wmg with 
increasmg mcidence 

/ 

SKETCH 4 INFLUENCE OF SURFACE SLOPE IN GROUND EFFECT 

, 2.3.2 Influence of Non-Planar Wake 

Clearly III free air and at large mcrdence and camber, the true vortex wake 

lies below the streamwise plane from the trailing edge (- except for the powerful tip 

vortex (4.2.4)). This is strll true in ground effect, though the wake is displaced 

upwards from its free air position. Thus the image of the true vortex wake IS closer 

to the actual aeroforl than an assumed free streamwise wake (Sketch 4) and should 

therefore tend to give a smaller h/b effect. 

2.3.3 Summary of Non-Planar Effects 

The overall non-planar effect 1s complicated: on the one hand the Image induced 

velocltles tend to mcrease (2.3.1. a) and 2.3.2) and on the other their effectrveness - 

as far as lift IS concerned - reduces (2.3.1.b and c)). However, it seems probable 

’ that the lift increment should be smaller than that calculated from linear ground effect 

theory. On a flapped wmg the probable loss in bft with large surface slope would 

occur over the flap and would tend to move the centre of pressure forward (1.e. 

opposmg the rearward shift with ground proxlmuy which applies at small mcidence 

and camber - 2.2. Za)). 
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In calculatmg the changes m the aerodynamic charactermtrcs with ground effect 

for non-planar geometry, the non-planar effects in free arr must also be accounted 

for, e.g., the trading vortex mduced downwash will also have reduced effectrveness 

owmg to the Increased surface slope. 

3.0 EVALUATION OF GROUND EFFECT IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW 

3.1. General 

Two-dnnensronal theory can be usefully employed m order to gam further 

insight mto the mfluence of camber and incidence on ground effect. In this section the 

effect of mcidence IS first consrdered and a srmple theory denved. This IS followed 

by an evaluation of the effect of camber whrch mcludes calculated results from a multr- 

vortex method. (These results provide a useful background to the three-drmensronal 

calculatrons which follow m Section 4.0). 

3.2 Effect of Incidence 

3.2.1 Simple Theory 

Consider again the smgle vortex model shown m Sketch 1 (Section 2.1). It will 

be recalled that the lrftrng effects of the flat plate in free arr are correctly represented 

when the vortex IS placed at the 0.2% pomt and the boundary condttron of tangentral flow 

specified at the 0.75~ point. 

This grves the free air crrculatron: 

r = n CU sino m m (1) 

The local velocity at the vortex 1s of course the free stream value U, : 

2r 
Hence C, = m 

m U,C 

or c,_ = 2nslne (2) 

In ground effect the two contrrbutrons from the image bound vortex noted m 

2.2.2 can now be evaluated (at least for the simple model) - see Appendix. 

a) The modrfrcation to the boundary condrtion gives a crrculation m 

ground effect: 
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or from equatton (1): 

= F, say 
--------------------_ 

Thus at a fixed ground height h there IS no ground effect on circulation when 
-1 a =sm 

1 3 2 - say the neutral incidence (Sketch 5); at this mcidence the image 

mduced velocity is tangential to the tirW surface at the 0.7% pomt (at least for this 

simple model; however, a similar neutral incidence could be defined for the general 

case). For smaller incidence than this the image induces sn upwash at the control 

pomt and thus r must increase to mamtain tangential flow and vice -versa for larger 

inctdence. Altemattvely, at a fixed incidence u there IS zero ground effect on 

circulation for a height h/c = l/4 sm u - say the neutral height (see Fig. lb); at a 

smaller height than this the image vortex induces an upwash at the control point and 

thus r must increase and vice -versa for a larger ground height. 

for d c o( n image vortex induces 

for d 7% image vortex 
induces a downward normal 
component 

at neutral mcidence image 
vortex induces a tangential 
velocity at the control point 

,tl image bound vortex 

SKETCH 6 EFFECT OF INCIDENCE ON BOUNDARY CONDITION ‘FOR 

CIRCULATION 
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b) The local velocity at the bound vortex becomes: 

upJa - r 4yh 

Thus the lift on the bound vortex 1s (Appendix) : 

c, g 
1 - ; ; sm.] 

where F IS defined m equation (3). 

Or from equation (2) : 

-_--- 

1. e. even when F = 1 (I. e no change m ctrculatron) there IS a reductron m C II in 

ground effect, Thus a neutral ground effect for C e stall requires an Increase in 

crrculatron (Figure 1. b). 

In the limrt at zero mcidence equation (4) becomes: 

1. e. a favourable ground effect on lrft. 

Equatton (4) IS plotted m Figure la for two ground heights and shows clearly 

the importance of mcludmg the incidence effect (or - more generally - the effect of 

surface slope) at small ground heights; whereas a small mcidence ground effect 

theory (e.g. equation 5) would give a large increase in C p. near the ground (e.g. 

25% at h/c = 0.5, which 1s farrly typical for atrcraft static ground height (Table l)), 

at large incidence (or large C, ) the lift can actually decrease. As mcidence (or C e ) 

mcreases, the neutral point for” C 
m 

‘lg m 
/CL occurs at a lower height above ground. This 

fact is made clearer m Figure 1. b where the boundary lrmits - accordmg to equation (4) - 

are shown. For compartson, Frgure 1.b also shows the neutral boundary for clrculatlon 

(according to equation (3) ) ; as expected from equation (4), the neutral boundary 

for ctrculation occurs at a higher C a for a grven h/c than the correspondmg lift boundary. 
m 

3.2.2 Multi -vortex calculations 

The multi-vortex method uses the two-dnnensronal basis for the vortex lattrce 
methodf4> 15,16 and m effect applies the simple one-vortex prrncrple (3.2.1) to a large 



number of equal elements of chord. Thrs method has been used by Rubbert and 

Lmher 
21 

to evaluate ground effect for flat plates at mcrdence and has shown excellent 

agreement with flat plate results from Tomotika’s 
17 

transformation method over a 

wide range of incidence and ground herght. 

In the present work the m&r-vortex method has been applied to the flat plate 

at mcidence problem usmg 27 equmpaced vortlces,and the C 
53 - 

/Ca results are plotted 

m Figure la agamst CQ_ ( . 1 e. incidence) m comparmon wrth the sample theory 

(equation (4) ). At a herght above ground h/c = 1.0 the hvo lines are essentially the 

same; at the smaller height h/c = 0.5, the smgle vortex theory overestimates the 

effect by 2 to 4%. Results obtained usmg Just three vortices gave no plottable difference 

from the 27-vortex results. 

For ground herghts down to at least the order of h/c = 0.5 It would appear from 

these calculations that the ground effect on a flat plate over a wide range of mcidence 

can be adequately represented usmg a small number of vorhces and that equation (4) 

represents a good estimate m this range. 

3.3. Effect of Camber 

3.3.1 Crrcular arc camber lme 

The multr-vortex method (using 50 equally spaced vortices on the camber line) 

has been applied to a circular arc aeroforl (camber = 0.053~) m ground effect and the 

results are grven m Figure 2 m comparison with those from Tomotika’s work8. The 

agreement is excellent for both lift and pitching moment. 

Note that the ratlo C ,gC,_ first decreases as the aeroforl approaches the 

ground then, when quite close to the ground, the lift starts to mcrease again. In 

Tomot~ka’s8 note a number of cambers are considered and the turn over pomt for 

Ckg/C p. occurs closer to the ground as camber increases. This is the same tendency 
m 

as 1s seen in Frgure lb as mcrdence (C p. ) *creases and underlines the equivalent 
m 

nature of surface slope and camber (for the bft effects at least). 

3.3.2 Plam flao 

The excellent agreement with the circular arc results from the transformation 

method gives confidence to the applrcation of the multr-vortex method to more useful 

camber lmes, e.g. a plain flapped aeroforl. Accordmgly, calculahons have been 

performed for a 0.25~ flap over a range of deflections usmg 27 vortmes evenly dmtrrbuted 
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over the surface. Incidence is zero throughout. 

The results are plotted m Figure la for hvo ground heights m comparison 

with the flat plate results (3.2.3). At the larger ground height (h/c = 1.0) the camber 

reduces the value of Ceg/Cn. at a given C a by the order of only 2%; closer to the 
m m 

ground (h/c = 0.5) the camber results are 5 to 6% below those from the flat plate. 

The camber results lie further away from the simple theory line (equation (4)) compared 

with the flat plate results. 

In Figure 3 the lift IS plotted agamst flap deflection for various ground heights; 

this figure shows the non-linear characteristics (arising from camber and ground effect) 

calculated by the multi-vortex method even for free air conditions (where the non- 

linearity arises entirely from the camber). The rate of mcrease m lift with flap 

deflection is seen to fall rapidly as the ground IS approached. 

Further flapped aerofoil calculations were performed using lust three vortices 

at a ground height h/c = 0.6 and incidence 10’ (comhtions correspondmg to those for 

the three-tiensional calculations in Section 4.0). These results have been compared 

with 27 vortices results. The pressure distributions are shown m Figure 4. The 

agreement is remarkably good; the mam deviation occurs at the peak suction at the 

flap hmge Ime. Table 2 gives the lift and centre of pressure values (note these are 

derived from circulations and not from the integrated pressure &strmution). The 

agreement is seen to be excellent; the largest difference m C n. is 1.08% for the 30’ 

flap in ground effect and the corresponding shift 111 centre of pressure is only 0.2% c. 

(At smaller ground heights the differences would be greater smce the mfluence of 

the deflected flap bound vortices (both actual and Image) is missing 111 the three vortex 

case - the last vortex falls on the hinge lme and only the last control pomt dictates 

the tangential flow down the flap. ) Note also m table 2 that the rearward shift in centre 

of pressure with ground effect for 6f = 0’ 1s practically eliminated for 6f = 30’ 

(see also 2.3.3). 

From these results it is clear that three vortices are adequate m representIng 

the influence of camber m ground effect at this ground height (h/c = 0.6) at least. 

4.0 EVALUATION OF GROUND EFFECT IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOW 

4.1 General 

The calculation method used here is briefly outlined m 4,2 which also includes 
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some observauons from cases run so far (these cases are reported on more fully 

m reference 22). Although these observatrons are not dtrectly concerned wrth ground 

effect, they do provtde some useful background to the calculation of vortex wake roll- 

up which IS used m the present calculattons. 

Details of the model used for the calculatton are gtven m 4.3 and thm 1s 

followed by a dmcussion of the calculated results m 4.4. 

4.2 Calculatton Method 

4.2.1 Basm 

The baste method used here is essentrally an extension of the vortex lattice 
14,15,16 

method and IS outlined m References 13 and 22. Briefly, the vortex sheet 

whrch replaces the llftmg surface and wake m classrcal theory ts here represented 

by a distribuhon of quadrtlateral vortex rmgs (hence the method IS referred to as 

Quadvort). A control point IS selected m each vortex ring 111 turn and the boundary 

CoIIdihon of tengenttal velocity (I. e. free stream plus vortex induced) is specified. 

Since at this stage the vortex strengths are unknown, a set of linear simultaneous 

equatrons is formed. The solution (1.e. the vortex-ring strength) of these equations) 
13,22 

is accomplmhed here by a successive orthogonalmatron procedure . Once the 

vortex-ring strengths are known, forces and moments and the velocity vector at any 

point m the field of flow can be calculated. When evaluating the force on a vortex the 

method of caloulatmg the local velocity now differs from that given m Reference 13. 

Instead of mterpolatmg between neighbonng control pomt values each local velocrty 

1s now calculated drectly by summmg all the vortex induced velocittes acting at the 

vortex mrd-pomt and addmg the free stream velocrty. The resultmg force and force 

dmtnbutlons, obtained from summing the vector products of local velocities and 

vortex vectors (pp. 14 Reference 13) now mclude reasonably accurate values for 
22 

vortex drag as well as lift provided the vortex system is inset from the wmg ttp. 

The Quadvort computer program has now been extended (from that outlined in 

Reference 13) to mclbde a wake relaxatton iterative scheme, whrch 1s outlmed below, 

and also to include the influence of a ground Image. Thus the method now takes into 

account all those. influences discussed in 2.0 and 3.0. 

4.2.2 Wake relaxatton procedure 

A basic solutron for the vortex-ring strength 1s first calculated using the 

assumption of a streamwise wake from the actual tratlmg edge. Using thm solution 

each trarlmg vortex is relaxed in turn, startmg at the trp and working inboard. 
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In relaxing a vortex the calculation starts at the trailmg edge and proceeds along the 

vortex m small straight lme segments, the direction of each segment bemg determined by 

the local velocity vector. This vector is the sum of the free stream velocity and the total 

induced velocity from surface and wake vortices mcluding thetr reflections in the plane 

of symmetry and ground - if present - but excluding the contribution from the 

(actual) trailmg vortex being relaxed. 

When all the vortices have been relaxed the matrix of mfluence coefficients 

(which is stored during the first solution) is modified for the change m vortex wake 

contribution and a second vortex solution obtamed and so on. 

4.2.3 Convergence of the iteration 

In the results obtamed so far there has been little change m vortex wake shape 

and force and moment characteristics after two iterations (even m the case of a wmg 

with part span flap and tadplane 22). However, the final shape of the vortex wake is 

affected by the segment length used (but mamly m the rollmg up region); only with 

vamshmgly small segment lengths will this be corrected, but at considerable expense 

m computer time. An extrapolation procedure is bemg considered to try to alleviate 
22 

this problem . In any case, although the vortex wake roll up IS not completely 

represented (especially with large segments) the model is sufficiently close for the 

error in induced velocity at points removed from the roll-up region (e. g. at the tail 

plane) to be small. 

However, if too large a segment length is used and a complicated wake is bemg 

calculated (e. g. that from a part span flap or a small aspect ratio wmg tip (4.2.4)) 

then the wake can diverge after a few segment&ngths downstream from the trailing 

edge. A segment length/distance -between-vortices ratio of the order of umty has 

been found satisfactory so far. 

4.2.4 Tip vortices 

Early results obtained from the program showed that the tip of even large 

aspect ratio wings at large incidence and also the free edges of flaps at large deflections, 

inclined to behave like small aspect ratio wings, m that the edge trailmg vortices 

were leavmg the surface in more or less a free streamwise drection. Indeed it has 

long been known that at high mcidence vortex sheets emanate from the side edges of 

wing. Accordingly a similar model to that used by Ermolenko 
18 

for small aspect 

ratio wings has heen included in the programallowmg vortices to sprmg freely from 

side edges. In Ermolenko’s model the vortices proceed downstream to mfimty in 

straight lines the hrection of which are determined by the local flow angle at pomts 

above the trailing edge. 
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In the present model the complete velocity vector ts calculated at pomts along each 

vortex and the vortices are allowed to roll round each other (Ftgure 5). It has smce 

been found that Relotserkovskti 
14 

has extended hts flat plate vortex lattice method in 
11 

a similar manner and has shown excellent agreement wtth experiment for the non- 
: 

linear charactertsacs of small aspect ratio rectangular wmgs over a wade range of 

angle of attack. 
/j 

The present method has also been applted to a very small aspect ratio (0.25) 
19 wing for which experimental results (including flow vlsualisatron) are available 

and has shown very good agreement even for the case of a 20’ bent plate at 20’ 

incidence 22. 

Such a tip vortex model ts only of practical mterest at large angles of attack. 

For smaller angles the short distance apart of the ttp edge vortices dtctates very small 

segment lengths (4.2.3) and hence long compuhng hmes. 

4.3 Details of the Present Calculattons 

4.3.1 Geometry 

The details of the wmg are: Two sweepback angles are considered 

Aspect Ration 4.0 A = O’and 45’ 

Taper Ratto CT/CR 1.0 The hetght of the 0.25s. m. c. above the 

Flap Chord/c 0.25 ground is 

Flap Span/b 1.0 h/b = 0.15 

or h/c = 0.6 

4.3.2 The vortex model 

Figure 5 shows the layout of the quadrtlateral vortex rmgs and wake vorttces. 

In order to keep computing hme to a mm~mum the results are based on 24 surface 

elements m an 8 (spanwtse) by 3 (chordwise) array. (The latter followmg the two- 

dimenslonal results). Ideally more elements should be used: however, the present 

model should be adequate for demonstratmg the essential non-planar effects. 
16 

At the tip the vortices are mset by a quarter element width after Rubbert . 

Each of the trallmg vortices has ten straight line segments of length/mlttal 

dtstance apart ratto of 1.3 (except the 3 ttp vortices whtch have an mittal rah0 of 

lust less than 4 - thus the rate of roll-up at the ttp will be relattvely slow). 

4.3.3 Number of tterattons 

Each case run (free air or ground effect) mcludes two tterattons, 1. e. : 

First Iteration: 

1) Calculates the vortex distribution for a streamwlse vortex wake 

from the flap trailing edge (WI m Figure 5~) 
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ii) Calculates lift, drag and centre of pressure with streamwise wake WI 

111) Relaxes vortex wake 

Second Iteration: 

1) Calculates vortex dtstrmution for the new wake 

11) Relaxes vortex wake - (W2 in Figure 5c) 

iii) Calculates lift, etc. 

4.4 Discussion of Results 

4.4.1 Lift - 

The overall lift variation with flap deflection is presented 111 Figure 6 for free 

air and ground effect conditions, two sweepback angles (0 and 45’) and two vortex 

wakes (Wl, the free streamwise wake, and W2, the wake after the second iteration). 

Also shown are the CL curves based on free stream velocity U m and cuculation 

(1. e. 2 r/u_+ The figure thus presents several points for discussion: 

1) Zero Sweepback 

a) In free air the basic lift characteristic is linear and shows no difference 

between the effects of the two vortex wakes. There IS only a small 

difference between actual lift and the 2 r/U-c value: the difference varies 

from zero at 6f = 0” to about 2% at 6f = 30’ (1. e. the deflected flap and 

non-planar wake provide a small forward induced velocity even in 

free air - (2.1. ii) ) 

b) In ground effect the basic lift characteristic is non-linear and shows 

a small increase in lift from vortex wake W2 compared with Wl (2.3.2). 

The hfference between actual lift and 2r /U _c is here more marked 

than 111 free air (2.2.2.b). i) ), particularly at the larger flap deflections. 

(2 r/&c IS 5% higher than actual CL at 6f = 0” and 15% higher at 

6f = 300). 

c) Comparison of Ground Effect and Free air results 

Although there is obviously a substantial mcrease 111 circulation with 

ground effect (2.2.1. 1) ) throughout the flap deflection range considered, 

the mcrease m actual lift above the free air value decreases steady 

as the flaps are deflected and eventually goes negative at &out 
6 

f 
= 25’ (2.3.3.) 



n) 45’ Sweepback 

a) In free air the lift characterrstm 1s non-lmear 1. e. aCL/ 96 f decreases 

as 6f increases. The two vortex wakes give slrghtly &fferent CL 

curves - a difference of 3% at 6 f = 30’. The 2 r/U, c curve clrmbs 

slowly above the CL curve (from W2) to a difference of 3% at “f = 30’. 

b) In ground effect the C * 6 curve IS even more non-linear than in L f 
free am and the difference between the curves for wakes Wl and W2 rises 

to about 5% at 6f = 30’ (2.3.2). There is an apprecmble divergence 

between the 2 r/U-c curve and the CL curve from W2 as the flaps are 

deflected, varymg from 5% at 6 f = 0” to 17% at 6 f = 30’. 

c) Comparmon of Ground Effect with Free air results 

The increment m circulation in ground effect, though smaller than 

that for zero sweepback, 1s stall posltrve. The actual lrft increment - 

above the free am value - IS much smaller than that for zero sweep 

(possibly the stdewash effect, 2.2.1) combmed wrth the reduced 

crrculatron) and goes negative at a smaller flap deflectron ( 6f = 12’): 

by 6f = 30’ there IS a substantial reductron m lift (- 10% from the 

free air value). 

The free air flap lrft mcrement 1s plotted against flap deflection 111 Figure 7 

for two sweepback angles (0” and 45’). At zero sweep the lmes for wakes Wl and 

particularly W2 are m excellent agreement with those from reference 2 but using 

Quadvort values for 9 CL/acr at a = 10’ (note in figure 6 that the Quadvort CL values 

at a = 10’ lie below those obtamed from reference 2). Wake Wl IS in fact consmtent 

wrth the lmeansed wake basis of the reference 2 lmes at small flap deflections. For 

the 45’ sweepback the agreement IS good only at small flap deflections. At larger 

deflectrons the present calculatrons (and partrcularly those for wake Wl) fall below the 

reference 2 line grvmg a non-lmear characteristic. 

The ground effect curves are also mcluded m Figure 7 and underlme what has 

already been seen in the two-dimensional case (Frgure 2) and what IS implied in 

Figure 6; namely, the substantial loss m flap lrftmg effectrveness near the ground - 

particularly at the larger flap deflectrons. This loss IS further evaluated 111 Frgure 8 

where the ratio ( hCLf$/( “CL,),, IS plotted agamst 6f. The general charactermtm 
: 1s similar to that noted m Figure 1, 1. e. a steady reduction in the ratio as surface slope 
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(in this case flap deflectron) mcreases. At zero sweepback there 1s a favourable 

ground effect on flap effectrveness for deflections up to 10’ but beyond that ground 

proxumty reduces flap effectrveness. In the swept wmg case the ground effect 1s 

unfavourable throughout the flap deflection range considered. 

The overall lift ratio CLg/CL is plotted agamst flap deflection in Figure 9 for 
m 

the two sweepback angles and for the two wakes. Expressed m this way the non-planar 

wake effects - 1.e. wake W2 results compared wrth those from wake Wl - are seen 

to be favourable. The drfference at zero sweep 1s farrly constant over the 6f range 

considered, but at 45’ sweep the &fference varies from zero at 6f = 0’ to the order 

of 5% at 3o”. 

Also shown m Figure 9 are CL /CL values obtained from References 1 and 2. m 
The mean value from Reference 1 (whgh has a + 30% tolerance) lies somewhat above 

the Quadvort result at zero flap deflection particularly for the swept wmg. The tolerance 

includes the Quadvort zero sweep curve at small flap deflections but excludes the 

whole swept wing curve. The value from Reference 2 (which uses Wreselsberger’s3 

method) lres below the Quadvort result for zero sweep but 1s reasonably close for the 

swept case (both at zero flap deflection). 

4.4.2 Centre of Pressure 

The movement of centre of pressure with flap deflection IS shown m Figure 10 

for the two sweepback cases m free air and m ground effect. 

1) Chordwme Posttion of Centre of Pressure g (Fig. 10a) 

a) Free arr 

Both sweepback cases have a centre of pressure at 0.24 (of local chord) 

at zero flap deflection. As flaps are deflected the centre of pressure 

moves aft - as it should - the zero sweep case movmg further aft 

(0.416 at &f = 30’) than the swept case (0.396 at 6 f = 30’) as would 

be expected from Its superlor flap lrft effectrveness (Frgure 7). Only 

m the swept case at the larger flap deflectrons IS there a plottable 

difference between the W1 and W2 curves and even then the drfference 

1s small. 
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b) In ground effect 

At zero flap deflectron the centre of pressure moves rearward (2.2.2 a)) 

by 0.02 for zero sweep and 0.015 for A = 45’, compared wrth the 

free arr values. Thm movement decreases as the flaps are deflected 

until, at about 6f = 10’ there IS a reversal: beyond thus deflectron 

the centre of pressure moves forward m ground effect (2.3.3). The 

movement 1s 0.02c at Af = 30’ for both sweepback angles. 

The difference m the curves for wakes WI and W2 is again plottable 

only at the larger flap deflections on the swept wmg. 

il) Spanwme Posrtron of Centre of Pressure 5 (Fig. lob) 

In all the cases consrdered the calculated spanwise centre of pressure 

moves outboard as the flaps are deflected. This tendency will be discussed 

more fully m connection wrth the spanwme bft drstrrbutlon (4.4.5). Apart 

from thrs there 1s a small,changing,effect wtth sweepback: 

a) Zero Sweepback 

The varratron with flap deflection is linear and the ground effect values 

wrth wake W2 tend to be further outboard compared with those in free 

air. Also the lmes for wake W2 tend to be further outboard than 

those for Wl. 

b) 45’ Sweepback 

The startmg value for 5 at zero flap deflectron 1s further outboard 

than for the unswept case as it should be (- 0.465 compared with 

0.435). The tendencies as flaps are deflected are reversed in 

comparmon wrth the unswept case (except for the general outboard 

movement):the movement 1s non-lmear, the ground effect values 

tend to be Inboard of the free arr curves,and the W2 values lie further 

inboard than those for Wl. 

4.4.3 Vortex Drag Factor 

The vortex drag factor, k = rACD /CL2, is plotted against flap deflection in 

Figure lla for both free air and ground eff”ct and for both sweepback angles. It 1s 

noticeable - partrcularly in the swept wmg case - that the calculations predxt an 

mcrease m k with flap deflectron in both free arr and ground effect. At first sight 
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and with lmear theory experrence, thus increase seems very strange since the flaps 

are full span. However srmllar increases (shown dotted in Figure 11) are obtamed 

m free air substrtutmg the calculated ?i values m Garner’s 
20 

equation: 

k = 1 + 46.264( ;i- 0.42441)2 

so it seems pose&e that the mcrease m k 1s partly attributable to the calculated 

outboard movement of centre of pressure as flaps are deflected. 

The mcrease m k 1s also partly attrdoutable to the non-lmear charactermtlc 

m CL (particularly m the swept case and m ground effect). 

The relaxed wake W2 grves a lower k factor than the streamwme wake WI m 

both free air and ground effect for the swept wing, but only 111 ground effect for the 

unswept wmg: the unswept wmg m free arr has a sbghtly higher k value wrth the W2 

wake than with WI. 

At zero flap deflection the swept and unswept wmg have calculated k values 

remarkably close to each other m free am and 111 ground effect condrQons. 

The mcrements m k arismg from ground effect (with wake W2) are presented 

in Frgure llb for the two sweepback cases, the curves are virtually the 

same. The mcrement, which 1s favourable, reduces slrghtly with flap deflectlon. 

For comparison Ak values from the data sheets 1,2 are also plotted m Figure llb; 

that from Reference 2 (based on Wleselsberger’s3 elliptic loadmg theory) lies very 

close to the present calculation at “f = 0; that from Reference 1 1s more optrmlstm 

and the present calculations lie outsrde the quoted tolerance (2 30%). 

4.4.4 Lift/Vortex Drag Ratio 

Figure 12a shows the variation of CL/CD - m effect a measure of the 
V 

lifting efficiency of the wing - as the flaps are deflected for both free arr and ground 

effect comhtions. The efficiency falls considerably m both free air and ground 

effect as the flaps are deflected. The swept wmg appears more efficient than the 

Unswept wmg m these terms (1-e. at the same mcidence, thrs would not be the case 

at the same CL). 

The presence of the ground nnproves the efficiency over the whole range 

consrdered. In relatrve terms (Frgure 12b) the zero sweep wmg 1s 30% more effmlent 

m ground effect (in terms of CL/CD at least) at Af = 0 and this figure rises linearly 

to 38% at hf = 30’. For 45’ swe:pback the figure starts near 40% at 6f = 0” 
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rises to 42% at 6f = 20’ and then falls back to 41% at 6f = 30’. 

4.4.5 Spanwise Distribution of Lift 

Figure 13 shows the non-dnnrnsional spanwise loading curves for the two 

sweepback cases. It compares results for free air and ground effect conditions 

with and without flaps deflected, showing, where plottable, the difference 

between results from vortex wakes WI and W2. The CL value used for non-dimension- 

alismg is that from wake W2 

1) Zero Sweep 

The mam feature is the fuller loadmg towards the tip with flaps deflected 

in both free air and ground effect conditions; this has already been implied 

by the spanwise position of centre of pressure - Figure 10. A possible 

explanation for this can be gathered from the effect of the tip vortex model 

used (4.2.4 and Figure 16). In effect an end plate of vorticity has been 

allowed to form at the tip (Figure 16) and the vortmq vector m this sheet 

is more or less in the free streamwise direction (possibly slightly below 

free-streamwise out of ground effect). 

When applying the boundary condition of tangential flow over the flap 

surface the downward component of tip vortex induced velocity - which 

normally accounts for the rapid fall m loading near the tip - has a 

decreasmg contribution to the normal component as the flap is deflected; 

to compensate for this the local circulation (i.e. at the flap hinge lme m 

this case) must mcrease relative to the zero flap condrtion (1. e. the 

opposite case to that given m 2.3.l.b) for upwash). The effect is slightly 

more pronounced m ground effect, particularly with wake W2. 

At zero flap deflection there is little difference m the loading shapes for 

free air and ground effect conditions. 

11) 45’ Sweep 

The fuller loadmg near the tip, which was observed for the zero sweep 

case with flaps deflected is present here also, though to a lesser extent 

(particularly m ground effect) - the reduction in this effect possibly arises 

from the mfluence of the sidewash velocities (outboard III free air and m 

ground effect) from the tip edge vortices actmg at the swept flap control 

points (1. e giving an additional downward normal component and hence 
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tendency to reduce circulation (2.3.1) and also acting at the swept 

bound vortices giving a reduction m lift (e.g. 2.2.1). 

The fall in loa&ng at the root with 6f = 3s) has occurred for the swept 

wing because of the way the flap is deflected. It is in fact a real-flap 

deflection (accomplished within the program) and because the flap 

hinge line is swept a small gap appears on the plane of symmetry producing 

the observed part span effect. Thm of course contributes to the outboard 

movement of the centre of pressure (4.4.2) particularly at the larger 

flap deflections. The difference between the results using wakes Wl 

and W2 is very marked in this inboard region. 

At zero flap deflection there is little difference between free air and 

ground effect loadmg shapes. 

4.4.6 Spanwise Locus of 7 

The locus of c for the two sweep back cases is shown in Figure 14. Results 

for free air and ground effect con&ions with flaps at 0” and 30’ are presented. 

1) Zero Sweep 

At zero flap deflection the rearward shift in z with ground effect (already 

seen in Figure 10a) is seen to be evenly distributed over the span for 

wake W2;at the tip the rearward shift given by wake Wl 1s smaller. 

Generally, towards the tip, c moves slightly forward except very near 

the tip where it tends to move rearward again particularly in ground 

effect. 

With the flap deflected the most striking feature (apart from the expected 

general rearward movement) is the large rearward movement near the tip, 

this would seem to underline the hypothesis concernmg the effect of the 

tip edge vortices (4.4.5.1) since the hmge line vortex (at 0.75~) would be 

the one most likely to carry the increase in circulation. 

The reversal in the movement of tin ground effect as the flap IS deflected 

has already been noted III Figure 10a; it is seen here to occur mamly 

inboard from the tip. 

11) 45’ Sweep 

At zero flap deflection the shape is seen to be very conventional (for a 

swept wing) m both free air and ground effect con~tions. The ground 
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effect wrth wake W2 agam grves a farrly umform rearward shaft; with 

wake Wl however, a smaller rearward shaft is given over the outer part 

of the wmg. 

With the flap deflected the locus 1s completely changed; apart from Its 

expected rearward movement, the locus at the root IS affected by the part 

span effect previously noted (4.4.5 11) giving a reduced rearward shaft 

there, and at the trp the rearward shift already dmcussed for the unswept 

wmg IS agam present though to a lesser extent. The rearward shaft IS 

also obscured by the natural forward movement 111 the Up regron wrth zero 

flap deflectron. 

The reversal m trend of ground effect on i with flap deflection (see also 

Figure 10a) IS seen to be maqly concentrated m the mid-semi-span regron. 

The difference between the Wl and W2 results in the inboard region wrth 

flaps deflected mdmates that the relative loss m lift there for wake Wl 

(Frgure 13) occurs mainly over the rear part of the wmg. 

4.4.7 Spanwise Dmtrrbution of Vortex Drag 
2 1) Zero Sweep 

Figure 15a shows the spanwise variatron of CdV/CL2 for zero and 30’ 

flap deflectrons m and out of ground effect. 

The zero flap free arr curve 1s m fair agreement with Garner’s 
20 

curve. 

The reduction m vortex drag in ground effect occurs mamly near the root 

(since rt depends primarily on image trailing vortex upwash (2.2.1)). 

With flap deflected m free air there IS a reduction m C e 
/CL2 over two thirds 

of the span (possibly an effect from the non-planar wake, e.g. 2.3.2) 

but there 1s a sharp increase near the tip (possibly the combmatron of 

the strong downwash and strong circulatron there (4.4.5 I)). Similar 

trends can be seen m the ground effect curve. 

11) 45’ Sweep 

The swept wing curves are shown 111 Figure 15b. Agam the calculated 

result for the zero flap free air case shows fair agreement with Garner’s 
20 

curve though it mdmates a much smoother variation across the span. 

The reductron in vortex drag with ground effect is seen to occur mainly 

m the mid semispan region. 
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With flap deflected there is agam a rise m vortex drag outboard though 

this is obscured to a certam extent by the natural rapld fall m vortex 

drag there for the zero flap case. In ground effect the mam part of the 

vortex drag reduction occurs around the 0.75 semt-span region. 

4.4.8 Typmal Vortex Wake Shape 

Finally, m Figure 16, a typical vortex wake shape IS shown (after the second 

iteration). The wake is for the unswept wing with 30’ flap m ground effect. 

Note the fairly rapid outward movement of the vortices as they approach the 

ground plane and the general outward movement of the tip vorticity (hence the rear 

view is oblique to the ‘helical’ roll up of the tip vortices) 

In rollmg round the centrold of tip vorticity the leading edge tip vortex can be 

seen to first move inboard then downwards, parallel to the deflected flap, while the 

hinge lme trp vortex first moves more or less parallel to the chord plane (outboard) 

then upwards: similar tendencies can be observed m the flow visualisation studies in 

reference 19. 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS 

These calculations demonstrate the practical importance of includmg the 

mfluence of camber, incidence and non-planar wake m the evaluation of ground effect 

on aerodynamic characteristics at small ground heights : otherwise the calculated 

changes from free air conditions can be too optimistic and m some cases even of 

the wrong sign. 

The main features shown by these calculations are:- 

a) At constant mcidence a wmg (and m particular a swept wmg) wtth 

large camber can actually lose lift near the ground (whereas existmg 

methods generally give an increase in lift). 

b) The reduction in vortex drag near the ground IS generally smaller than 

that given by existmg methods (and accordmg to the model used here 

applies to a higher basic vortex drag at large flap deflectlons). 

c) The rearward movement of centre of pressure with ground effect, which 

applies at small incidence and camber, can change to a forward movement 

for wings with large camber. 
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d) Ground effect calculatrons based on a free streamwlse planar wake from 

the flap trallmg edge are more pessrmmtm m terms of bft and vortex 

drag m comparmon wrth those based on a relaxed wake. 

The multi-vortex method 1s a powerful tool for evaluatmg the ground effect 

on I&, centre of pressure and pressure dmtrrbutron m two dnnensronal potentral 

flow over a wide range of mcidence, camber and height above ground. 

A simple one-vortex theory IS adequate (compared with the multi-vortex method) 

for representmg the lrft effect on a flat plate m two-drmenslonal potentml flow down 

to ground heights of the order of half a chord, but 1s not satmfactory for dealmg with 

camber. 

The Quadvort method with vortex-wake relaxation prommes to be a powerful 

tool for deabng with compbcated three-drmenslonal flow Interference problems of 

this type. Clearly, however, further work is required m order to correlate the 

potential flow calculations with real flow problems. 
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APPENDIX 

The Ground Effect on the Flat Plate at Incrdence m Two -Dimensronal Flow 

Consrder the smgle vortex representatron of the flat plate rn free air condittons: 

the vortex is placed at the 0.2% pomt and the boundary condition of tangentral flow 

IS satrsfied at the 0.75~ point. 

E 

e, 
5 

Aontrol point 

hi I /’ -_ -. 
, I ’ cx -- 

/,crr,Ir’J, ,,,,, ,,,,, ,, ,;,- 
h I / ,/;- 

I/,, 

,I$ Image vortex 

Ftrst consrder the free air calculation: 

The downwash Induced at the control pomt by the vortex is r/(2 1rc/2) and thus 

must cancel the upward component of free stream velocrty, 1. e. U,sm o( 

Thus r = ncU -sin Oc 

The velocity acting at the vortex is U, 

Thus 

Lift = pU _r /unit span 

and ct = LB/i PU, 2c 
m 

i.e. CL_ = 271 sina 

In ground effect the nnage vortex has two effects: 

1) it modfres the boundary condrttlon equation 

4 rt modifies the local velocity at the vortex. 

Consider i): 

The additional normal component of mduced velocity is an upwash of magmtude; 

222 (; - 2 hsmcr) 

where r 
2 

= 4h2 + (;)2 - 2hc smu 

r = 
g 

the circulation III ground effect. 

Thus the boundary comhtlon equatron m ground effect becomes: 
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1. e. 

1. e. 

1. e. 

or 

c 
1 z - 2h sma 

c/2- 4h2 + (;,” - 2hc smu 
= U,sma 

2 
+ 2hc smu 

= Urnsma 

r 
-f 4h2 

t 
- hc sma 

1 
= u,c smu 

I 
4h2 - 2hc sma + (5,’ 

r 1 + q” - hc sm a 
g = ncu _Slrlcr 

4h2 - hc sma 

)  = F 

m 

Consider next contitlon 11): 

The local velocity at the vortex becomes: 

sina 
3 

3U r /unit span 
gg 

= P”m 
c 

F”cU_sm a 

FpU2,,ncsmcc 
Thus C. = n 
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1.e. c = 2 ~snm F 
F c 

kg 
1 - ;i- r; sin a 

3 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

c 

Cf 
b 

A 

A 
h 

5 

a 

6 
f 

P 

U 

C 
P 

r 

F 

c, 
C 

r; 

cDv 
k 

AC 
Lf 

wing chord 

flap chord 

wmg span 

aspect ratro = b/c 

sweepback angle 

herght of aeroforl 0.25 standard mean chord above the ground plane 

(except m case of 2-D crrcular arc aerofod where h 1s height of 0.5~ 

pomt (see Figure 2)) 

chordwise dmtance from local leadmg edge (non-drmensronalmed by c) 

spanwise distance from plane of symmetry (non-drmensionalmed by b/2) 

chordwme positron of centre of pressure 

spanwise posltion of centre of pressure on half the wmg 

incidence 

flap deflection angle (in vertical streamwise plane) 

air density 

velocity 

pressure coeffmlent 

circulatton 

ratio of crrculatlon m ground effect to that m free air, 1. e. rg / I- m 
section lift coefficient 

sectlon moment coefficient 

section vortex drag coefficient 

overall lift coefficient 

overall vortex drag coefficient 

vortex drag factor = nA CDV/CLz 

mcrement m bft coeffrcrent from deflected flap 

Subscripts 

m in free air 

g m ground effect 
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TABLE 1 

Static Ground Heqhts of Various Aircraft 

h/c h/b 
Trident 0.33 0.08 

Nnnrod 0.46 0.05 

A30OB Airbus 0.60 0.08 

Buccaneer 0.62 0.16 

Phantom 0.36 0.13 

Mirage 0.34 0.18 

TABLE 2 

Lift and Centre of Pressure m Two-Dimensronal Flow 

Comparmon of 3 and 27 Vortex Results from Multi-Vortex Method 

h/c = 0.6 

10° 

0.25 

00 
3o” 

Number of 
Vortices CQ F 

27 1.091 0.2500 

3 1.091 0.2500 

27 1.099 0.2697 

3 1.102 0.2680 

27 2.940 0.3531 

3 2.983 0.3557 

27 2.214 0.3540 

3 2.238 0.3559 
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1.2c 

1.10 

C 
Pg 
5 w 

I,OC 

0.9( 

0.8C 

0.7c 

Equation 4 

- - varying Incidence ( Sf : 0”) - - varying Incidence ( Sf : 0”) 

flap deflectlon 
multi-vortex 

w-w w-w varymg 
(M(=o”) 

results 
. . ..-.A 

0 

4 Ratio of c 
two ground 1p1 *s a furlctlon of Cl- Pm 

eigi5.s. 
fiyre1 CALCULATED .ZFF'ECT OF GROUND i'R(IXIMI'lY ON LIFT 

IN TWO-DlWJNSIONAL FLO'Y. 



h/c 
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2.5 
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0.5 

0.0 

Figure1 

Increase 
in 

neutrul IIIIQ fol 
/ 

< 
clrculatlon 

, IaccordIng to 
Eaucltlon 3 ) 

J- --neutral line for hft 
\ (accordmg lo Equation 

0 

b) Ground height for neutral lift effect 
according to single vortex theory. 

CONCLUDED 
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results 
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Figure 2 COMPARISON OF CALCULATED LIFT AND MOKXNT RESIJLTS 
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t- b/2 -I 

8) Layout of quadrilateral vortex rings end 
trailing vortices. 

St flap deflection 

1/////////////7;/////// ground plane 

b) Geometry of the seation at the standard mean 
chord in relation to the ground plane. 

tip edge 
vortices 

. 
+- --_----- 

ground plane 
- 

free-streamwise 

---- wake of ter 2”* 
itemtlon-W 2 

0) Illustration of vortex wlkes WI ana w. 
w$.ure 5 WING AND VORTEX-WAKE DATA +OR FIGURES 6TO16. 
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0.6 
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0 IO 20 30 
G 

G 
Figure 6 CALCULATED VARIATION OF OVERALL LIW! WITH 

FLAP DEFLECTION, 
5 -41- 
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46 

0.4 
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0.0 
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wake W2 1 
Quadvort results 

refer to Figure 5 for data. 

1 

/ ’ t /I 24 ro 

I’ ^ sweepback 

4s” 
sweepback 

0 
‘O 2o 3o 5; 

Fig- 7 CALCULA!TEDRARIA!TION OFFLAF'LIFT INCREMENT 
WITHFLAP DEFLECl'ION. 
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I.10 r 

0.80 - 

FiguraB CALCULATBD RATIO OF FLAP LIFT 'JNWXFJtT II{ 
GROUND EFFECT TO THAT IN Fm AIR AS A IWNCTION 
OF FLAP DESLECTION. 
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- - -- 
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0.95 

,- 
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\ 

I- 

, 
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< 

Figure y CALCULATED RATIO OF OVERALL LLFT IN GROUND EFimCr 
TO THAT IN FREE AIR AS A FUNCTION OF FLAP DEFLECTION. 
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c I 
A- o” 

0.40 
F\ n-=45’ 

- ---wake WI 
(no plottable difference 
for 3 at A=OO). 

wakeW2. 

F- in free air. 
G - in ground effect. 

0.48 

7 

0.46 

/ I I t 

0 IO 20 30 G 

a) Chordwise Position 

0 IO 20 30 ss; * 

b) Spamise Position 

CALCULATED MOVEbfENT OF CENTRE OF PRBSFURE 
POSITION WITH FLAP DEFLECTION. 
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1.2 

k 

1.1 

I.0 

49 

0.8 

0.7 

jl 

in free air. 

0 IO 20 30 s; 

a) Variation of vortex drag factor with flap 
deflection in free air and in ground effect. 

in ground effect. 

I +46.264{+0/12441)‘- 
--- Reference 20, using 

Quadvort 9 values 

----wakeWI 
woke W2 

-0.2 - AZO” 

Ak Azooa45’ 

- 0.4 
Reference 2 

r - --_--._______ ___ 

-3OOlo tolerance 

_ o.6 ~ --.-- ---_ ---__- _ ----. _ .-.--._ -.. Reference 1 

b) Increment in vortex drag factor from ground effect. 
Figure II CALCULATED VORTEX DRAG FACPOR CHARACTERISTICS. 
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. 

30 
C 
L 

co 
” 

20 

IO 

refer to Figure 5 

In ground effect 

0 IO 20 30 s; 

a) Variation of C /C with flap deflection in 
fk-00 air ~aik&Laeffect. 

Mgum 12 CALCULA!l!EDRA!PIO C 
JDV 

C 
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I -  I  

L wake W2 

0.2 OA 0.6 0.0 1.0 7 

L’S 0.6 - I 

0.4 

(22 

I’ ’ ‘I, 

0.0 1 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 I.0 ‘3 

PiguTe 13 CALCULATED SPAlWtSE LOAD DISTRIBUTION 
FOR TWO SWEEP-BACK ANGLES. 
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0.56 t 

G 

0.25 - 
F 

s+=o” 

I I I I I 

0.0 92 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 7 

OA5 r 

0.0 0.2 0.4 .0.6 0.0 ‘9 7 
~lpm 14 CALCULATED SPANPIISE LOCUS OF CHORDWISE CENTRE OF 

PFtESSUBB FOR TWO SWEEPBACK ANGLES. 
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--- - Reference 20, free air. 
- - - freeair 

ground effect 
I \ 

Quadvort , wake W 2. 

refer to Figure 5 for data. 
0.18 c 

916 - 

0.14 - 

% 
T 

0.12 - 

0.10 - 

0.08 - - - - 
____----- 

- -- s+=o” 

0.06 - 

0.02 - 

0.0 I I , I I I I I I I 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I.0 7 

Wure 15 
a) Zen, sweepback 
CALCULMED SPANWISE VARIATION OF VORTEX DRAG. 



0.1 8 

0.16 

Q14 

cd, c: 
0.12 

0.10 

0.06 

\I -- I - - Reference 20, free UIT. 

I -- 
l 

- free air Quadvort, 

I ground effect 1 wake W2. 

\ 
I 
I 

refer to Figure 5 for data. 

I 
I 

I I I 
, I 

0.2 0.4 0.6 

b) 45’ Sweepback 
COHCLUDED. 
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Iradinq edge _ 

PLAN VIEW SIDE VIEW 

wake W2. 
refer to Figure 5 

REAR VIEW PARALLEL TO GROUND PLANE 

a 

NW- 16 A TYF'ICAL CALCULATED VORTEX WAKE SHAPE. 
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